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Chile
Claudio	lizana	and	lorena	Pavic

Carey	y	Cía

Legislation and jurisdiction

1	 Relevant	legislation

What	is	the	relevant	legislation	and	who	enforces	it?

Law Decree No. 211 of 1973 (DL 211) establishes the legal frame-
work for antitrust matters in Chile. 

DL 211 provides that the Antitrust Court and the national eco-
nomic prosecutor (FNE) are responsible for enforcing competition 
law in Chile.

The FNE Office is an independent administrative entity in charge 
of investigating conduct that may constitute DL 211 violations, rep-
resenting the public interest before the Antitrust Court and seeking 
enforcement of resolutions, decisions and instructions issued and 
passed by the Antitrust Court.

In turn, the Antitrust Court is a special, independent court of law, 
subject to the supervision of the Supreme Court. Its role is to prevent, 
correct and sanction anti-competitive conduct, to decide all cases 
that the FNE or private persons may submit to its consideration. It 
is also in charge of issuing general guidelines for the enforcement of 
competition law.

2	 Proposals	for	change

Have	there	been	any	recent	changes	or	proposals	for	change	to	the	

regime?

DL 211 has been recently amended as of 12 October 2009, introduc-
ing several reforms intended to reinforce the antitrust law enforce-
ment on cartels. The new law granted greater investigative powers 
to the FNE by affording exceptionally intrusive devices in order to 
detect cartels, such as carrying out dawn raids, entering into private or 
government-owned areas, registration and seizure of objects and docu-
ments, interception of communications and requesting communication 
companies’ records of transmitted or received communications. 

This amendment also introduced a leniency programme aimed at 
facilitating cartel detection and punishment. The leniency mechanism 
considers full-fine immunity to the first cartel member that provides 
substantial information leading to proof of the collusion and identi-
fication of cartel members, and a reduction up to 50 per cent of the 
fine in case of subsequent informers that provide additional informa-
tion. Also, the amendment increases the amount of applicable fines 
for cartels up to approximately US$26 million and the expiration of 
the statute of limitations for horizontal agreements is extended from 
two to five years.

Additionally, Congress is currently discussing a new bill that 
would establish criminal penalties against individuals implicated in 
collusion, including imprisonment from 541 days to five years.

3	 Substantive	law

What	is	the	substantive	law	on	cartels	in	the	jurisdiction?

Article 3 of DL 211 states, generically, that anyone who carries out or 
enters into, individually or collectively, any conduct, act or agreement 
that hampers, restricts or hinders free competition or that tends to 
produce such effects, will be sanctioned with the measures contem-
plated therein.

Likewise, it broadly enumerates certain events, acts or agree-
ments that are deemed to hamper, restrict or hinder free competition, 
among which cartels and collusion are specifically forbidden in the 
following terms: ‘Express or tacit agreements between competitors or 
agreed practices that grant them market power, consisting of fixing 
sale or purchase prices or other commercial terms, placing restraints 
on production, territorial assignments or market quotas, exclude 
competitors or affect the result of bidding process.’ 

Therefore, cartels and collusion will be considered anti-
 competitive if: there is an express or implied agreement among com-
petitors; such agreements exist to fix sales or purchase prices, limit 
production, allocate market zones or shares, exclude competitors 
or affect the result of bidding process; and such agreement allows 
competitors to reach market power.

However, as the enumeration of types of conduct contained in 
article 3 of DL 211 is merely exemplary, it is possible to sanction 
other agreements between competitors that restrict or hamper free 
 competition. 

4	 industry-specific	offences	and	defences

Are	there	any	industry-specific	offences	and	defences?

In Chile there are no industry-specific offences and defences provided 
for under the DL 211. Therefore, any agreement between competi-
tors should be judged under the general provisions of DL 211. There 
is only one statutory exemption related to the promotion of the Chil-
ean merchant navy according to Decree Law 3,059 of 1979.

5	 Application	of	the	law

Does	the	law	apply	to	individuals	or	corporations	or	both?

DL 211 refers broadly to ‘agreements between competitors’, which 
includes individuals and corporations. Cartel charges may be laid 
against both a corporation and individuals.

6	 extraterritoriality

Does	the	regime	extend	to	conduct	that	takes	place	outside	the	

jurisdiction?	

Chilean law, including antitrust law – DL 211 – is valid and appli-
cable only within the territory of Chile. Therefore, cartels acting in 
several countries would be investigated in Chile if the parties to the 
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cartel are located in Chile, have assets in Chile or the effects of the 
cartel affect the Chilean internal or external market. 

There is no provision regarding extraterritorial reach of Chilean 
antitrust law, however, it is possible that in order to investigate the 
existence of a cartel in Chile, the FNE or the Antitrust Court may 
request information and cooperation from foreign antitrust agencies. 

Investigation

7	 Steps	in	an	investigation

What	are	the	typical	steps	in	an	investigation?	

The FNE may conduct ex officio or ex parte investigations regarding 
conduct that may violate DL 211. Upon receiving a complaint from 
a third party, the FNE may determine whether to proceed with such 
investigation by declaring or not declaring its admissibility.

If the complaint is declared admissible, the FNE has to give 
instructions to initiate an investigation. Otherwise, the accuser has 
to be informed of the inadmissibility.

Once the FNE has given instructions to proceed with an inves-
tigation, such circumstance must be reported to any parties affected 
by the investigation. However, the FNE may also give instructions 
that there will be no notice of the initiation of an investigation to 
the affected parties with the previous authorisation of the Antitrust 
Court. Also, upon notice of the chairman of the Antitrust Court, 
the FNE may instruct that some investigations be kept confidential 
(although the affected parties are informed).

When conducting any investigations, the FNE may exercise any 
of the investigative powers granted under DL 211 (see question 8). 

Any persons who obstruct the investigations carried out by the 
FNE may be subject to up to 15 days imprisonment. The arrest war-
rant is issued by the judge having competent jurisdiction in criminal 
matters under generally applicable rules upon request by the FNE, 
with the prior authorisation of the Antitrust Court.

As a result of the investigations carried on by the FNE, the case 
will either be dismissed (if the practices under investigation are not 
deemed contrary to free competition or if the information obtained 
fails to prove involvement in such practices) or lead to the filing of a 
lawsuit or claim in the Tribunal de Defensa de la Libre Competencia 
(TDLC) against the companies under investigation.

8	 investigative	powers	of	the	authorities

What	investigative	powers	do	the	authorities	have?	

The FNE represents the general interests of the economic commu-
nity, and its principal powers are to investigate eventual breaches 
of DL 211 in order to request that the Antitrust Court punish such 
anti-competitive conduct.

The FNE may gather – through the officers assigned to each 
case – and analyse any information or documentation obtained from 
private persons or public services that is considered relevant to the 
investigation.

Article 39(g) empowers the FNE to request the information nec-
essary to its investigation from any officer of the public services or 
entities, of the municipalities, or of the companies in which the gov-
ernment, companies, entities or municipalities have representation or 
participation. Additionally and upon notice of the chairman of the 
Antitrust Court, the civil police force has to make officers available 
or conduct specific activities requested by the FNE in connection 
with ongoing investigations.

Article 39(h) empowers the FNE to request private persons to 
provide any information and records that it may consider neces-
sary with regard to ongoing investigations. However, individuals 
and representatives of legal entities from whom the FNE requests 

 information that may cause damage to their own interests, may 
demand that the Antitrust Court annul or amend such request.

According to the amendment recently introduced to DL 211, 
new powers were granted to the FNE in order to carry out inves-
tigations aimed at proving the conduct described in article 3(a) of 
DL 211, that is, applying to cartels.

Pursuant to article 39(n), the FNE may carry out – assisted by 
the police – the following acts:
• accessing private or public areas and, if necessary, unlocking or 

breaking in;
• registering and seizing any kind of objects or documents that may 

be useful to prove the existence of an infringement;
• intercepting any kind of communications; or
• ordering any company that renders communication services 

to give access to copies or registers of transmitted or received 
 communications. 

However, the exercise of such investigative powers will require the 
authorisation of the following entities (double control): the Antitrust 
Court and the respective judge of the Court of Appeals. Such authori-
sations are granted only in serious cases when there is evidence of the 
existence of cartel behaviour. 

The exercise of the aforementioned powers is subject to the 
requirements and formalities set out in the Criminal Procedural 
Code. 

International cooperation

9	 inter-agency	cooperation

Is	there	inter-agency	cooperation?	If	so,	what	is	the	legal	basis	for,	

and	extent	of,	cooperation?	

Currently, there are seven cooperation agreements in force between 
the FNE and other competition authorities regarding mutual tech-
nical assistance and the application of their competition laws as a 
whole, and not specifically focused on cartels: 
• memorandum of understanding with Canada;
• memorandum of understanding with Costa Rica;
• agreement with Mexico;
• memorandum of understanding with El Salvador;
• cooperation agreement with Spain;
• technical assistance agreement with Ecuador; and 
• cooperation agreement with Brazil. 

Likewise, several free trade agreements currently in force (ie, with 
Canada, EFTA, the European Union, Korea and the United States) 
are playing a very important role regarding cooperation between 
competition authorities due to their antitrust sections, which are 
real frameworks for mutual technical assistance, exchange of infor-
mation, notifications and communications, and the application of 
competition law.

Cooperation agreements have mostly been used in mutual techni-
cal assistance and in practice, there is almost no experience of other 
types of cooperation (exchange of information) except for the case 
of collusion in the oxygen market, investigated both in Chile and in 
Argentina, where the FNE requested assistance from Argentinean 
competition authorities, given their similar experience. 

10	 interplay	between	jurisdictions

How	does	the	interplay	between	jurisdictions	affect	the	investigation,	

prosecution	and	punishment	of	cartel	activity	in	the	jurisdiction?	

In general, cartels investigated in other jurisdictions may trigger simi-
lar investigations in Chile provided that the cartel affects the Chilean 
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market. However, to date the Chilean competition authorities have 
not conducted a multijurisdictional investigation, so there are no 
precedents in this regard.

11	 Adjudication

How	is	a	cartel	matter	adjudicated?	

In Chile, the FNE is competent to investigate antitrust matters and the 
Antitrust Court is the authority entitled to establish infringements of 
DL 211 and to impose sanctions on the parties to concerted actions. 
As explained below, final judgments issued by the Antitrust Court are 
subject to a remedy of complaint before the Supreme Court.  

Once there is a final antitrust ruling, private actions for damages 
may be brought before the competent civil court according to the 
general rules.

12	 Appeal	process

What	is	the	appeal	process?

The final judgment imposing or waiving the application of some of 
the sanctions contemplated by article 26 of DL 211 is only subject 
to a remedy of complaint before the Supreme Court. 

Such remedy has to be well-founded and may be filed by the FNE 
or any of the parties, before the Antitrust Court, within 10 days of 
the respective service.

The hearing of the remedy before the Supreme Court has priority 
over other issues, but the trial of the case may not be suspended.

The filing of the remedy may not suspend the enforcement of 
the judgment issued by the Antitrust Court except for payment of 
the fines, for which purpose certain provisions have to be observed. 
However, at the request of a party, and upon a well-founded resolu-
tion, the Supreme Court may suspend the effects of the judgment in 
whole or in part.

Cartel or collusion cases sanctioned by the Antitrust Court have 
been consistently dismissed by the Supreme Court on the basis of lack 
of evidence. In fact, to date, there has only been one collusion case 
sanctioned in Chile by the Supreme Court since the creation of the 
Antitrust Court at the beginning of 2004.

The Supreme Court has requested direct evidence of the collusive 
agreement, and in the case of indirect evidence, it has requested that 
there not be another possible reasonable explanation for the conduct 
under investigation. 

13	 Burden	of	proof

With	which	party	is	the	burden	of	proof?

The burden of proof lies with the plaintiff (the FNE or any other 
party that has instituted proceedings).

As stated above, considering the Supreme Court standard of 
proof, it has been very difficult for the FNE to demonstrate collu-
sive behaviour. In fact, such a strict standard settled by the Supreme 
Court explains, in part, the new investigative powers granted to the 
FNE by the last amendment to DL 211, which includes several intru-
sive measures in order to detect cartel activity (and obtain direct 
evidence of the conduct).

Sanctions

14	 Criminal	sanctions

What	criminal	sanctions	are	there	for	cartel	activity?	Are	there	

maximum	and	minimum	sanctions?

Neither DL 211 nor the Criminal Code contemplates criminal sanc-
tions for cartel activity. It has been argued that cartel behaviour 

affecting prices may qualify as a criminal offence pursuant to arti-
cle 285 of the Criminal Code, which contemplates imprisonment 
from 61 days to three years for ‘fraudulent adulteration of prices’. 
However, to date there has been no collusion case sanctioned under 
article 285.

The Chilean Congress is currently discussing a new bill that 
would establish criminal penalties against individuals implicated in 
collusive behaviour (described in article 3(a) of DL 211) affecting 
essential economic activities, including imprisonment from 541 days 
to five years.

15	 Civil	and	administrative	sanctions

What	civil	or	administrative	sanctions	are	there	for	cartel	activity?

In its final judgment, the Antitrust Court may impose the following 
sanctions:
• To amend or terminate the acts, contracts, agreements, systems or 

arrangements which are contrary to the provisions of DL 211.
• To order the amendment or dissolution of the partnerships, 

corporation or other private-law entities involved in the acts, 
contracts, agreements, systems or arrangements contrary to 
DL 211.

• To apply fines for fiscal benefit for up to an amount equivalent 
to 30,000 UTA (unidades tributarias anuales or tax assessment 
unit). Fines may be imposed on the corresponding legal entity, on 
its directors, managers and on any other person involved in the 
relevant act. Fines imposed against individuals may not be paid 
by the legal entity in which they worked, or by its shareholders, 
partners or related parties. In the case of fines applied to legal 
entities, their directors, managers and those persons having ben-
efited from the respective act are jointly liable for the payment 
thereof, provided they took part in it.

In determining the amount of the fine, the Antitrust Court has to 
weigh the following circumstances: (i) the economic benefit derived 
from the infringement; (ii) the seriousness of the conduct; (iii) any 
recidivist history of the violator; and (iv) the cooperation provided 
to the FNE before or during the investigation.

Once the Antitrust Court issues a final and binding judgment, 
private persons have the right to file suit for damages caused by the 
competition law offender.

This action for damages has to be brought before the competent 
civil court in a summary proceeding. Civil actions for the collection 
of damages from an anti-competitive behaviour lapses four years 
after the date the final judgment becomes enforceable.

To date, there have been no successful damages actions after 
a ruling of the Antitrust Court has been issued in connection with 
cartel behaviour (currently there are two damages actions pending in 
connection with predatory pricing and exclusionary practices). 

Finally, there is no special provision regarding damages in car-
tel cases in law. Therefore, if a cartel is sanctioned by the Antitrust 
Court, the parties affected may initiate a civil damages action as 
provided for by DL 211 before an ordinary civil court. 

16	 Civil	and	administrative	sanctions

Where	possible	sanctions	for	cartel	activity	include	criminal	and	civil	or	

administrative	sanctions,	can	they	be	pursued	in	respect	of	the	same	

conduct?	If	not,	how	is	the	choice	of	which	sanction	to	pursue	made?

The same conduct of a cartel activity can be subject to both civil 
liability and administrative sanctions. Civil liability consists basically 
of actions for damages (as explained in question 15) and administra-
tive sanctions refers to any measure or fine imposed by the Antitrust 
Court (as explained in question 15). In principle, Chilean laws do not 
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contemplate criminal sanctions for collusive behaviour (as explained 
in question 14).

17	 Private	damage	claims	and	class	actions

Are	private	damage	claims	or	class	actions	possible?	

Private damage claims may be brought under general Chilean civil 
law rules before the ordinary courts (see question 15). No class 
actions are available in Chile for antitrust infringements.

18	 Recent	fines	and	penalties

What	recent	fines	or	other	penalties	are	noteworthy?	What	is	the	

history	of	fines?	How	many	times	have	fines	been	levied?	What	is	

the	maximum	fine	possible	and	how	are	fines	calculated?	What	is	the	

history	of	criminal	sanctions	against	individuals?

Although the Antitrust Court has imposed fines for cartel or col-
lusion cases, the Supreme Court dismissed almost all cases on the 
grounds of lack of evidence. In practice, there has been only one 
cartel case sanctioned by the Supreme Court since the creation of 
the Antitrust Court (2004), when the Supreme Court in 2008 fined 
retail chains Almacenes Paris and Falabella 3,750 and 6,000 UTA, 
respectively.

Recently, the FNE filed a claim against the three main chemist 
chains (Salcobrand, Cruz Verde and FASA), alleging a conspiracy 
to increase prices in 222 pharmaceutical products. In March 2009, 
FASA pleaded guilty to the price-fixing allegations and reached a set-
tlement with the FNE, while the other defendants insisted on their 
innocence. Although at the time of the settlement, DL 211 did not 
contemplate a leniency mechanism for cartel cases, the Antitrust 
Court approved the agreement by which FASA was released from 
all charges and received a substantial fine reduction (from the US$17 
million originally demanded to US$1 million). The Antitrust Court 
decision was later confirmed by the Supreme Court. However, a final 
decision regarding the other defendants is still pending before the 
Antitrust Court.

With respect to the amount of fines and its determination, please 
see question 15.

Sanctions

19	 Sentencing	guidelines

Do	sentencing	guidelines	exist?	

There are no sentencing guidelines. However, as stated in question 
15, pursuant article 26 of DL 211, when determining the amount 
of fines the Antitrust Court may consider, among other things, the 
following circumstances: (i) the economic benefit derived from the 
infringement; (ii) the seriousness of the conduct; (iii) any recidivist 
history of the violator; and (iv) the cooperation provided to the FNE 
before or during the investigation.

20	 Sentencing	guidelines	and	the	adjudicator

Are	sentencing	guidelines	binding	on	the	adjudicator?

Not applicable.

21	 leniency	and	immunity	programmes

Is	there	a	leniency	or	immunity	programme?

Article 39bis of DL 211 contemplates a leniency and immunity pro-
gramme established under Law No. 20,361, which introduced several 
amendments to DL 211 and became effective on 12 October 2009.

22	 elements	of	a	leniency	or	immunity	programme

What	are	the	basic	elements	of	a	leniency	or	immunity	programme?

Article 39bis states that any party behaving as set forth in article 
3(a) (collusive behaviour) may request a reduction of or an exemp-
tion from the fine, if it supplies the FNE with relevant information 
that helps prove such conduct and determines the persons involved. 
To qualify for such benefits, the following three conditions have to 
be met:
• the party has to supply accurate, reliable and verifiable informa-

tion representing an effective contribution of elements of proof 
sufficient to support a claim before the Antitrust Court;

• the party must refrain from disclosing the request for this benefit 
until the FNE has filed the claim before the Antitrust Court or 
has ordered to file the case; and

• the party must end its participation in such conduct immediately 
after presenting its request.

To apply for exemption from the fine, as well as the aforementioned 
requisites, the party must be the first to report the conduct and to 
supply information to the FNE. 

In turn, if after one party has already supplied information, 
another party involved in the conduct wishes to apply for a reduc-
tion of its fine, the applicant must supply additional information. 
In any case, the reduction of the fine may not exceed 50 per cent of 
the greatest fine levied on the rest of the defendants not benefiting 
by the leniency.

In the antitrust claim to be filed before the Antitrust Court, 
the FNE will identify each party involved in the cartel that met the 
requirements to obtain the benefit of exemption or reduction of the 
fine. If the Antitrust Court declares that the conduct was in fact 
proven, no fine or additional fine may be imposed against those 
parties indicated by the FNE as benefiting from exemption from or 
reduction of fine, except for those that worked as cartel planners by 
coercing the other members to get involved in the collusion.

23	 First	in

What	is	the	importance	of	being	‘first	in’	to	cooperate?

As explained above, only the ‘first in’ may be granted full immunity 
from a fine, provided the other conditions for such immunity are 
also met.

24	 Going	in	second

What	is	the	importance	of	going	in	second?	Is	there	an	‘immunity	

plus’	or	‘amnesty	plus’	option?

The second party to report the existence of a cartel may only be 
granted a reduction of the fine up to 50 per cent of the greatest fine 
imposed by the FNE on any defendant not benefiting from the leni-
ency programme, provided that the other conditions are met. There 
are no ‘immunity plus’ or ‘amnesty plus’ options under DL 211.

25	 Approaching	the	authorities

What	is	the	best	time	to	approach	the	authorities	when	seeking	

leniency	or	immunity?

As a general principle, the best time to approach the FNE seeking 
leniency or immunity is as soon as possible to the extent the applicant 
has sufficient evidence to support the antitrust claim. 

As explained above, only the first in may be granted full immu-
nity, and subsequent informers may apply only for a reduction up to 
50 per cent of the maximum fine imposed. 
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26	 Confidentiality

What	confidentiality	is	afforded	to	the	leniency	or	immunity	applicant	

and	any	other	cooperating	party?

Pursuant to article 42 of DL 211 and Law No. 20,285 (regarding 
access to public information), the FNE and those persons employed 
by the FNE may not disclose any facts that are ascertained in the 
course of a leniency application. Likewise, the internal leniency 
guidelines issued by the FNE (Leniency Guidelines) expressly rec-
ognise a duty of secrecy imposed on the FNE, by virtue of which its 
members have to maintain strict confidentiality regarding any infor-
mation, even with respect to any other FNE officials, governmental 
employees or foreign authorities and organisations.

The Leniency Guidelines also state that if an application does 
not succeed (regardless of the stage of the application or cause for 
such failure) the FNE has to return any information provided by the 
applicant and destroy any copy of such information.

Finally, according to article 42 of DL 211, any infringement of the 
confidentiality obligation by the FNE may trigger sanctions contem-
plated in the Criminal Code, along with administrative penalties.

27	 Successful	leniency	or	immunity	applicant

What	is	needed	to	be	a	successful	leniency	or	immunity	applicant?

In general, the requirements for a successful leniency application are 
those mentioned in question 22. Therefore, with respect to first-in 
applicants, they must deliver valuable information that helps to prove 
the collusion and to identify cartel members. In the case of applicants 
‘going second’, they are also required to deliver valuable information 
to the FNE, but additional to that informed by the first-in applicant. 
Finally, applicants must refrain from disclosing the existence of their 
leniency applications and must immediately end their participation 
in the collusive conduct.

As the leniency programme only became effective as of 12 October 
2009, there is no evidence of successful leniency applications yet.  

28	 Plea	bargains

Does	the	enforcement	agency	have	the	authority	to	enter	into	a	‘plea	

bargain’	or	a	binding	resolution	to	resolve	liability	and	penalty	for	

alleged	cartel	activity?

Pursuant to article 39(ñ), the FNE may enter into agreements with 
the parties involved during the investigation. This special authority 
was expressly introduced by the last amendment to DL 211, and 
has been interpreted to apply to less serious conducts, different from 
cartel behaviour (in which case the leniency programme applies).  

Once the FNE files a claim before the Antitrust Court, it may 
enter into an agreement with the parties during the controversial 
proceedings, subject to the approval of the Antitrust Court. If such 
agreement is approved by the Antitrust Court, it will become legally 
enforceable and binding. Judgments issued by the Antitrust Court in 
this regard are subject to a remedy of complaint before the Supreme 
Court. This type of agreement was the one reached by FASA and the 
FNE in the chemist chain cartel case where FASA pleaded guilty to 
the price-fixing allegations and reached a settlement with the FNE.

29	 Corporate	defendant	and	employees

What	is	the	effect	of	leniency	or	immunity	granted	to	a	corporate	

defendant	on	its	employees?

Although DL 211 does not regulate this matter, the Leniency Guide-
lines expressly state that, in case of legal entities, any benefits granted 
to a corporate defendant are also granted to those managers, employ-
ees or consultants duly identified by the legal entity in the leniency 

application submitted to the FNE. However, such benefits may not 
be granted if such employees acted as independent economic agents 
in the same market during the time of the collusive behaviour.

Likewise, it is understood that any benefits are granted to 
employees, regardless of whether or not they are actually working 
for the corporation at the time of the leniency application. Further, 
according to the Leniency Guidelines, any benefits granted to indi-
viduals are not extended to legal entities or to any other individual. 

30	 Cooperation

What	guarantee	of	leniency	or	immunity	exists	if	a	party	cooperates?	

Leniency or immunity only exists insofar as the conditions contained 
in article 39bis of DL 211 are fulfilled (see question 22).

31	 Dealing	with	the	enforcement	agency

What	are	the	practical	steps	in	dealing	with	the	enforcement	agency?	

To date there is no public knowledge of any leniency application sub-
mitted since the leniency programme became effective (October 2009). 
However, the Leniency Guidelines provide a detailed procedure in 
order to carry on an immunity application, in the following terms.

A leniency application is made by filing an electronic form on the 
FNE website (www.fne.cl). The applicant has to provide the follow-
ing information: (i) identification, including name, ID number and 
email; (ii) a description of the collusive conduct; (iii) the applicant 
has to declare its intention of initiating the proceeding in order to 
obtain the benefits contemplated in article 39bis of DL 211; and (iv) 
the applicant’s commitment not to reveal the leniency request until 
the FNE has filed the claim or has ordered to file the case.

Upon submitting the form, the applicant receives an application 
certificate indicating the date and time of submission. 

Anyone wishing to make a leniency application, but who is 
uncertain as to whether the benefits are still available, may approach 
the FNE through any means (there is a special phone number for 
the leniency programme). However, the order of the applications 
is strictly determined according to the submission of the electronic 
forms in the FNE’s website.

Within three days of the submission, the FNE will call the appli-
cant to a planning meeting at the FNE office. In such meeting, the 
FNE confirms the applicant’s identification and notifies the applica-
tion indicator (a document that certifies the application status). Also, 
the parties will agree on how the information will be delivered in the 
‘information delivery meeting’.

The FNE may enact a non-compliance decree if the applicant 
does not show up to the planning meeting or if the attorney does not 
prove its legal capacity in such meeting. If that is the case, the applica-
tion indicator is cancelled. Likewise, a non-compliance decree is also 
issued if, at the time of the planning meeting, the FNE has previously 
filed a claim before the Antitrust Court regarding the same conduct 
and with respect to the same defendants.

The information delivery meeting takes place within 90 days of 
the planning meeting, and its purpose is to gather all the informa-
tion that will help to prove the conduct and to determine the parties 
involved in the collusion. Also, in such meeting the applicant may 
submit a formal leniency application. The FNE may issue a non-
 compliance decree if the applicant does not attend the information 
delivery meeting. In that case, the applicant going second will replace 
the other applicant.

A compliance decree must be issued by the FNE if the applicant 
fulfils all the requirements established in article 39bis of DL 211, 
detailing the benefits to be granted. These benefits will be officially 
detailed in the claim filed by the FNE before the Antitrust Court.
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32	 Ongoing	policy	assessments	and	reviews

Are	there	any	ongoing	or	proposed	leniency	and	immunity	policy	

assessments	or	policy	reviews?

As stated, the Chilean leniency mechanism was introduced under the 
last amendment to DL 211, which became effective as of 12 October 
2009. There is no ongoing or proposed leniency or immunity policy 
reviews.

Defending a case

33	 Representation

May	counsel	represent	employees	under	investigation	as	well	as	the	

corporation?	Do	individuals	require	independent	legal	advice	or	can	

counsel	represent	corporation	employees?	When	should	a	present	or	

past	employee	be	advised	to	seek	independent	legal	advice?

In general, counsel may only represent both employees and a corpo-
ration if there is no conflict of interest between them. 

Current or former employees are generally advised to seek 
independent legal advice as soon as a conflict of interest with the 
corporation arises.

34	 Multiple	corporate	defendants

May	counsel	represent	multiple	corporate	defendants?

As stated above, counsel is allowed to represent multiple corporate 
defendants to the extent there is no conflict of interest among the 
defendants. Moreover, considering that in collusion cases the alleged 
conduct consists precisely of concerted actions among competitors, 
a joint defence does not seem to be advisable.

35	 Payment	of	legal	costs

May	a	corporation	pay	the	legal	costs	of	and	penalties	imposed	on	its	

employees?

In general, a corporation may pay the legal costs imposed on its 
employees. However, as stated in question 15, fines imposed against 
individuals may not be paid by the legal entity in which they worked, 
or by its shareholders, partners or related parties.

36	 Getting	the	fine	down

What	is	the	optimal	way	in	which	to	get	the	fine	down?

A fine exemption or reduction is granted if the conditions to obtain 
leniency are fulfilled. Additionally, cooperation with the FNE during 
the investigation of a cartel case might be taken into account by the 
Antitrust Court as a mitigating factor when determining the amount 
of a fine.
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Since	October	2009,	DL	211	contemplates	new	investigative	powers	
for	the	FNE	in	order	to	detect	cartels,	including	several	intrusive	
devices.	The	same	amendment	also	introduced	a	new	leniency	
programme	aimed	at	facilitating	cartel	detection	and	punishment,	
which	considers	full	fine	immunity	to	the	first	cartel	member	that	
provides	substantial	information,	and	a	reduction	up	to	50	per	cent	
of	the	fine	in	case	of	subsequent	informers.	The	amendment	also	
increases	both	the	amount	of	applicable	fines	for	cartels	and	the	
statute	of	limitations	for	horizontal	agreements.

Finally,	the	introduction	of	criminal	penalties	for	collusive	
behaviour	will	be	the	most	important	upcoming	development	
regarding	cartel	enforcement.

Update and trends
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